This book focuses on experience with distance teaching for formal education - on its use to provide "equivalency" to formal school courses for individuals who, because of age, work commitments, lack of school places, or geographical location, are unable to attend regular schools. The first part of the book is on the scope of distance teaching and summarizes the chapters that follow setting them in context. The book then concentrates on case studies of in-school equivalency programs, operating at the secondary level, including two projects in Brazil, the Malawi Correspondence College, and the Mauritius College of the Air. Next, the focus is placed on case studies of out-of-school equivalency programs, including projects from Korea, Kenya and Israel, which offer courses at various levels: secondary, university, and teacher training. The final section of the book reviews the cost-effectiveness information in the case studies and attempts to draw lessons that will be useful to planners. The volume concludes with three appendixes - one describing the methods of cost analysis used, a second summarizing information on alternative media for distance teaching, and a third evaluating a unique, privately operated distance teaching system in Brazil.
Rashid, M. (1985). The Alternative Route path allows individuals with a non-teaching bachelor’s degree to upgrade their education by obtaining a Certificate of Eligibility, securing employment as a teacher, and then enrolling as a Novice Teacher for two years. Upon completion of the mentoring and supervision program by qualified education professionals, and additional college/university training according to your teaching position (e.g., elementary, subject area, preschool, ESL), teacher candidates then receive a standard teaching certificate. If you believe it will be impossible to become a teacher with no... Lead off your teacher resume with a strong, education-focused resume profile that details the strengths and unique value you bring to the classroom. Buy Alternative Routes to Formal Education: Distance Teaching for School Equivalency by Perraton and Read aggregated book reviews, from top Indian online stores. Alternative Routes to Formal Education: Distance Teaching for School Equivalency. Author: Perraton. Publisher: John Hopkins University Press. Book Price. Click to see latest prices.